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MATCH REPORT 

 

Summary of Game:     

Mother’s Day Classic! Lots of mums were present today to watch the girls play. I think all 12 girls felt 
the love and turned up ready for a great game day in full sunshine.   

A delayed start to the game by Mosman meant that our girls had more than enough time to warm 
up and make the most of this they did. Thanks to the parents from Northwest Lightning that were at 
the field early as scheduled and assisted with canteen and BBQ setup from 7am.     

With only 6 players turning up from Mosman, all our girls offered their time and effort playing for 
the other side. Three girls at a time played with heart and great spirit for the opposing team.  

KiKi got us off to a great start with a fantastic 6 point goal straight though the centre posts down into 
the bushland below (Thanks to Scott for his retrieving skills). 

Rotating through all positions in forward, midfield and defence the girl’s skills have noticeably 
improved as the season has progressed. Holly was seen to have a blindingly good tackle on 
teammate Claire (playing for Mosman). 

Sammy, Claire and Lily were excellent up front scoring a series of 6 pointers for the Lightning. Ava, 
Evana and Mauve were tough in defence and were asked by the Mosman coach to tackle a little 
softer. The girls of course were having none of this.  

KiKi, Lucy, Alyssa, Lavanya, and Agnus all displayed great ball disposal skills, getting the ball free for 
all the players up front.  Oranges at half time brought in by Anne and Lucy added a great burst of 
energy to the girl’s game and so the second half began.  

With the game running late and a referee that had another game to umpire, Daryl (Holly’s dad) 
stepped in to umpire the game for the girls. Thanks Daryl. 

Lots of goals. Lots of fun. All the girls displayed great sportsmanship and finished the game chanting 
the team song…We are the lightning team, the mighty, mighty lightning team……….. 

  

We are all very excited to be playing at home, Roth Park for Round 6 next week.  

 

Report by Brad Clegg U10 girls coach 
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